
INTRODUCTION 
    
     The main purpose for creating the Wecology Handbook is to shed light on the state of 
toxic substances in our environment and their intimate role in the diseases we encounter. 
Here you will find the information you need to understand what’s really behind many of 
the diseases, cancers, food allergies and epidemics that we see today. This book is about 
saving lives; nobody wants to lose a child, a parent, a sibling, a partner, friend, relative, 
or pet. Of course life doesn’t last forever, but none of us have to die prematurely or to 
illness that could be prevented or recovered from. This book will you help you recapture 
your nature and truth.  
     This book weaves together the deep and contradictory connections between toxic 
chemicals, the water supply, modern agriculture, our food supply, the pharmaceutical 
industry and the chemical industry. Through this lens you will dive into the many 
dimensions of our collective health and wellbeing. While these issues trouble us all, there 
are life-saving solutions available to us. Though I’m not a doctor, I am a wecologist. I 
have been studying environmental health issues since 1990 after both of my parents were 
lost to cancer. The helplessness I felt drove me to learn as much as I could so that others 
might possibly not have to suffer the same fate. The Wecology Handbook is the result of 
information gathered since that time.  
     Through this book you will discover how through practical and simple solutions, it is 
possible to heal and recover from disease, as well as prevent it altogether.  Our bodies can 
fix nearly anything—and, together, we can raise our wellness quotient. If you are ill, the 
most important thing to do is avoid anything that may be contributing to weakening your 
immune system while boosting your body’s healing powers with nourishing, fresh, raw 
foods and juices, clean fresh water, nourishing homemade soups and broths, brown rice, 
organic herbal teas. See recipes and the Adore Yourself 40 day wellness plan, page 387. 
     You have a right to know who does and who does not have an interest in your health. 
Humanity is experiencing an age of escalating diseases, heavy metals contaminating our 
water and air, unnatural genetically-modified food, violence and hostility.  In the United 
States, a serious void of common sense exists within our governmental body. 
Government agencies continue to allow unsafe chemicals and substances into our water 
and environment. The President and Congress have chosen to provide protection for 
Monsanto and its cronies rather than show any sense of precaution for our health. 
Agriculture and the food supply are essentially controlled and managed by the chemical 
industry, which is responsible for manufacturing poisonous pesticides, pharmaceuticals 
and GMOs. Diseases keep increasing and patents on plants and pharmaceuticals keep 
rising. Meanwhile Americans keep killing Americans, and the real enemies to our well-
being are never held accountable.  
    As for cancer, the World Health Organization claims  

• Cancers figure among the leading causes of morbidity and mortality 
worldwide, with approximately 14 million new cases and 8.2 million cancer-
related deaths in 2012.i 

• The number of new cancer cases is expected to rise by 70% over the next 2 
decades.ii  

   
     The Golden Rule, do unto others as you’d have them do unto you, is the one 
rule of the world that, if remembered and followed by all, could create wonders. 



Perhaps what is preventing all people from embracing this concept is the level of toxic 
pollutants we face daily. Studies show that exposure to many of these toxins can cause 
changes in behavior that can lead to violence, crime and hostility. These same toxins 
cause disease and cancer. Perhaps tackling the sources of these heavy metals and 
carcinogenic substances could very well lead to world peace. Who knows? If nothing 
else, I predict it will certainly reduce cancer rates.  
     Humanity is currently troubled with climate guilt and shame. We all know by now that 
extra CO2 in the atmosphere is not welcome, but what about all the toxic chemicals and 
other substances emitted into the air that cause serious health problems—many of which 
are also contributing to warming and ozone depletion. Looking at the toxic chemicals in 
our world, we need to ask: What purpose do these chemicals serve? Is their use causing 
more harm than good? It’s time we review why these chemicals are used in the first 
place, and why stricter pollution regulations and pollution control devices aren’t being 
implemented. We also need to examine the effects these chemicals are having on our 
mental and physical health.  
     Pesticides were originally weapons of war from World War I and World War II, 
intended to kill people. With nothing more than a name change, these war weapons 
became “pesticides” that were now applied to our food crops. Allowing toxic chemicals 
on food is madness, whether it’s in the growing stage or on the dinner table. Toxins 
should never be ingested.   
     The use of toxic chemicals is still quite new, barely a century in practice. Many toxins 
in the United States were allowed into market without adequate safety testing, and many, 
even if now found to be carcinogenic substances, remain in use because of glitches in the 
Toxic Substances Control Act. We must do something to fix this.  
     Think about the cancers and exploding rates of diseases like Alzheimer’s. Something 
is triggering these spikes in diseases, and it’s not carbon dioxide. The media talks about 
carbon dioxide harming us, but they don’t mention the toxic herbicides or nitrates from 
fertilizers, or the heavy metals and nanoparticles filling the air. With media and industrial 
manipulation underway 24 hours a day, most people assume the only substance they 
should be concerned with today is CO2. Instead of this ongoing stampede on CO2, we 
should target the real problems of our day with some common solutions: identifying the 
sources of toxic pollution; holding industry and government accountable; eliminating 
toxic substances from our food, soil, water and air; and cleaning up and protecting our air 
and water. By doing so, maybe we can reestablish our respect for the earth and for each 
other, and maybe the earth will keep providing for us in return. These actions could very 
well reduce violence and aggression worldwide, while also reducing cancer and 
improving everyone’s health.  
 
     Just looking at the food supply may make one wonder: Is there a war going on 
against our health? Are we being poisoned? 

1. Since World War II, chemical war weapons have been renamed “pesticides” and 
applied to growing crops and seeds.  

2. GMOs and nanoparticles have been added to the food supply without    
adequate safety testing, clearance, or labeling (in the USA). 

3. The trifecta: GMOs, pesticide and pharmaceutical companies are all tied together 
and co-owned. Isn’t this a conflict of interest? 



4. Pesticide manufacturers own the majority of global seed supply and are 
“patenting” and manipulating native seeds to create new GMO seeds that tolerate 
greater application of herbicides and pesticides. Pesticides and herbicides are 
made from toxic substances; these are neurotoxins, reproductive toxins, 
carcinogens, and overall health detractors. Do substances like these belong in our 
food?  

5. What benefits are derived from toxic chemicals and heavy metals in our food and 
the environment? Compare this to the consequences that befall people and 
animals that are exposed to toxic chemicals and heavy metals. 

6. Hazardous waste, heavy metals, and carcinogen substances are allowed in 
fertilizer.  

7. The EPA, FDA, USDA does not prevent toxic substances from entering our food 
supply, nor limit or tighten regulations on these health-damaging substances. 
Instead they’re allowed and no labels or health warnings are required. 

8. Excessive exposure to toxic substances and heavy metals can lead to learning 
disabilities, behavioral changes, aggression, juvenile delinquency, lower IQs, 
organ damage and cancer, nutritional deficiencies, auto-immune disorders, and 
systemic whole-body problems. 

 
     This book has been created to serve as a tool in learning about and understanding the 
interconnections between our health and food pollution, contemporary ecological 
circumstances, sources of toxic pollution, history of toxic chemicals, and the effects toxic 
substances have on humans, animals, and the earth. Consider it a handbook of 
“Wecology,” a field of study concerning environmental matters that affect us all.  
     This book weaves many ecological issues together in a way that enables you to grasp 
how much the environment plays a role in your life and health, the importance of keeping 
toxic substances out of nature, and how you can help keep industry and government 
accountable. While reading this book you will discover things that may change your 
views on drinking water, pollution, food, health, the chemical industry and government 
agencies. You deserve an opportunity to see the truth. This book may very well affect 
every buying decision for the rest of your life, for it is through our purchases that we 
support the best or the worst of corporations. If you want to be empowered to make the 
best decisions for your health and your family you must be informed. We’ve been 
cheated and lied to for so many years by industry, PR firms, politicians, and lobbyists; 
and now the time has come for the nonsense to end.  
     Although we live in an amazing modern world that is thoroughly advanced 
technologically, we still depend on the most basic things like clean water, clean air and 
safe food. Without these, good health and well-being are uncertain. Through our cultural 
and industrial advancements, we have grown accustomed to and dependent on countless 

 
This country will not be a good place for any of us to live unless we make it a 

good place for all of us to live in. 
President Theodore Roosevelt  



products that make our lives easier and more efficient. Yet many of these products 
actually present a hidden problem: many are developed with toxic substances. For 
instance, herbicides used in growing good are known to contaminate the water we drink 
as well as the food we eat. In so doing, they pose a threat to our survival, cause 
innumerable health problems and essentially make our lives harder to manage. Many 
other industries as well are guilty of taking advantage of regulation loopholes and not 
managing the pollution they create. The extent of pollution, emissions and byproducts are 
taking their toll on our health. A little industrial accountability could go a long way. 
    This book is about saving lives; nobody wants to lose a child, a parent, a sibling, a 
partner, friend, relative, or pet. Of course life doesn’t last forever, but none of us have to 
die prematurely to illness that could be prevented or recovered from. This book will assist 
you in recapturing our nature and truth.  
     I don’t think anyone can disagree that pollution impacts health. In many cases, science 
is revealing our environment presents a greater risk to us of getting cancer than our genes 
do. Without fully reducing our environmental exposure to toxic substances, we’ll never 
know for certain to what degree genetic factors cause cancer.  

“Inherited genetic factors make a minor contribution to susceptibility to most 
types of neoplasms. This finding indicates that the environment has the 
principal role in causing sporadic cancer.”iii 

     I was drawn to write this book after the loss of first my dad, then my mom and the 
journey that followed. That was in 1989 and 1990 respectively, over 25 years ago from 
the time this book went to print. Trying to find what caused their illness, as well as what 
may have saved their lives, has driven me to find the answers. What caused my dad’s 
illness? Born and raised in Oklahoma, he was an all American kid playing baseball, 
serving in WWII, and then graduating from the University of Oklahoma with a 
journalism degree.  Throughout his younger years he took a summer job cleaning out oil 
storage tanks at Conoco. Did that set the foundation for his disease? During the war he 
gained a habit of smoking Camel cigarettes, did that draw years from his life? In my 
mom’s case, it’s a mystery; she didn’t drink or smoke nor did she ever clean out oil 
drums. Was it second-hand smoke, or something in the food, or pesticides and nitrate 
pollution in the well water? Behind our home lived a friendly family whose father 
worked with a toxic fertilizer company, TruGreen. Being good neighbors my parents 
sought his services for our lawn. Maybe those treatments had something to do with it.  
     As time goes on and more research is conducted, science shows cancer is triggered by 
environmental causes rather than predetermined by our genes. Nonetheless if you had to 
pinpoint one single cause for cancer it’s virtually impossible. We are exposed to so many 
toxic substances on a daily basis.  With endless possibilities as these, the questions may 
forever remain unanswered. Despite the unanswerable and lingering questions, we still 
have the power to prevent or to recover and heal should disease strike.  
     My journey began in 1989. I chose to take a semester off from college and canvassed 
for Green Peace in and around Chicago.  My dad became ill suddenly with what turned 
out to be cancer.  While he was in a coma at Loyola Medical Center; I was trying to cheer 
my mom up and kept myself occupied with learning about dioxins and how paper of all 
things contributed to creating these toxins and what it was doing to the ozone layer.  My 
dad never regained consciousness, instead slipping away from us within two months 
time, just before the Exxon Valdez spill happened.  I felt so much sadness, outrage and 



helplessness. I wanted to bring my dad back, I felt lost. The oil spill drew my attention 
away from myself, I wanted to help the environment and not ever hear about cancer 
again.  The world was spinning out of control; at least the world I knew. Three months 
later we would discover that my mom might be joining my dad much sooner than 
expected. 
     A year and half later and all attempts to stave off her cancer had failed. She died just 
before Christmas.  I found myself in a new strange world; I had nothing, my parents were 
gone, their home was gone. I promised my mom before she went to the other side that I 
would go back and finish college; but honestly the last thing I was interested in was going 
to class or finishing school. Just the thought of sitting in class seemed so pointless and 
insignificant and meaningless; I felt that in the big scheme of things school didn’t matter. 
Forget writing papers— writing was much less interesting without my dad; who else 
could proofread and correct my writing so cleverly and easily. I had nothing in common 
with most people my age. Cancer at that time was relatively uncommon and far less 
discussed than it is today. Nothing appealed to me except wanting to dig in and learn as 
much as I could about the causes of diseases, as well as how people can maintain or 
improve their health. This was a project I had to undertake independently and in my own 
way. 
      I had become completely skeptical of Western medicine after watching my mom 
bombarded with doctor’s instructions that left her in worse condition: radiation, 
chemotherapy, pharmaceuticals, invasive procedures, high-fructose corn syrup-laden 
“nutritional” drinks. These did nothing to help her, and instead, only made her weaker. It 
was frustrating to see no improvement when you expect things to improve, afterall 
everything possible was being done, why was she not getting better?  Not until after 
losing her and the fog lifting far later, did I start wondering seriously, why?  What else 
could have been done? Subsequently I was suffering with my own minor health and skin 
issues, and like my mom experienced absolutely no improvement from the medicines or 
advice provided me by visiting doctors. Then my dear sister-in-law provided me with a 
book,  Sugar Blues by William Dufty. That book provided me with information I never 
knew. The effects of refined white sugar was linked with a vast array of health problems. 
I stopped eating white sugar and white flour and my health problems started 
disappearing. This food thing was deep—I was feeling inspired and encouraged,  
    I was on a mission to learn more about nutrition and its role in our health. The first 
thing I searched for was this strange brown rice Dufty spoke of. I had to consult the 
yellow pages to find a health food store, this was pre-internet days. In the phonebook I 
located a health food store not far from where I was living in Rogers Park. Out the door I 
went.  The Green Earth at Central and Prairie in Evanston became my sanctuary. There 
was a quote that hung on the wall: “Let food be your medicine and medicine be your 
food. Hippocrates, the Father of Medicine.” Could it really be that simple I wondered?  I 
had to learn more. I became so entranced with the store that I asked if I could work there. 
I was in no hurry to go back to college, this was where I wanted to learn. And so my 
studies began— pesticides, herbicides, fertilizer and chemicals in food, organic farming, 
the endocrine system, bioaccumulation, fasting, cleansing, macrobiotics. I started making 
my own tea recipes with medicinal herbs. Hawk, who was the organic produce manager 
helped steer me in my selections of herbs to use. Additionally I took advantage of the 
book collection at the store and read, read, read.  



     After working at the store for a couple months, I started having the dreams. My mom 
and I were sitting together, talking. I was telling her about organic food and agriculture, 
the harmful effects of pesticides, how herbal tea could help her, and what we could cook 
to heal her. On and on we talked about eliminating this and that and providing pure 
natural nourishment; I was so excited to be sharing this information with her. Like 
unveiling the sun, a smile dawned upon her, and we both knew that she would recover—
this was the way.  
     Suddenly and hazily I found myself awake. Slowly I realized that that was only a 
dream. It was too late; she was already gone. For seven consecutive nights I had this 
same dream. Exactly the same way, even with waking up and thinking she was still here 
only to realize it was too late. If only I had known this stuff before! At last, I understood 
what was happening, this wasn’t just a dream—this was a message. This was my 
assignment: to share this information to help people recover from illness, and to raise 
public awareness about the herbicides and chemicals in our food. Maybe I could help one 
person, maybe many more, from cancer. Maybe I could help someone who had a 
stubborn disease. Maybe I could help someone, somewhere, recover. I always liked 
writing, perhaps it was because of my parents who wrote children’s stories together back 
in the 50s and early 60s. I decided to get the message out I would create a pamphlet on 
foods and organic farming. Over the years that pamphlet grew into this book.  
    The important thing to do if you are sick is to avoid anything that may be contributing 
to weakening your immune system, and to do everything you can nutritionally to support 
your immune system. For 30 days minimum, give your body a chance to renew its 
healing powers. To do this you must eat organically, drink pure water, make as much as 
you can at home. You have to avoid all chemicals, pesticides, refined sugar and flour, 
artificial sweeteners, and instead enjoy nourishing homemade soups and broths, fresh 
vegetable juices, homemade lemonade made with fresh lemon juice, organic herbal teas 
made with pure water. Pure water means it’s fresh and filtered so that it contains 
absolutely no chlorine, fluoride, or disinfection byproducts. You must also avoid soda 
pop, candy, chips, deli meats containing sugar, preservatives, and antibiotic residue. If 
you an I recommend supplementing with high quality full spectrum minerals. Try this for 
30 days and see what happens.   
     I don’t believe anyone is destined to have cancer, nor that cancer is the end. The body 
is miraculous, and with the right ingredients and protection from and avoidance of toxins, 
the body can heal.  Without toxins in our food, water and air, many of the cancers and 
diseases we see could vanish—a possibility worth fighting for. I believe that the people in 
this world are smart enough to make environmental contaminants obsolete, as well as the 
diseases that come with them. 
     Through the next year I found myself in the midst of a great teacher and holistic 
practitioner, observing him help both young and old recover their health. Through the 
20+ years that followed I have lived, breathed, studied, and researched environmental 
situations near and far, read, and experienced events that changed my life and my 
understanding. And yes I did finish college finally in Maine.  What started as an idea for 
a simple pamphlet on eating healthy became this handbook of toxic substances to 
avoid—not just the ones in our food, but the ones throughout our environment. The 
human body is full of cells that are constantly remaking themselves. Within our own 
bodies, we have the power to retrieve that state of wholeness that is naturally ours. 



Exposure to toxins, poisons and allergens can and do interfere with that state of wellness; 
but once those substances are removed and withdrawn, miracles can happen.   
    Ask yourself: What do you consider sacred? Is it love, truth, justice, freedom, your 
children and family, the forests, ocean, mountains, animals or maybe your own health? 
We tend to protect, honor and care for the things we love most. We pray that the ones we 
love are safe and kept out of harm’s way. We do what we can to protect their health, and 
our own, knowing that anything threatening our health threatens our survival. We hope 
that the places we love will endure until the end of time. 
     My hope is that the people in 
this country will awaken to see the 
truth and reclaim this country from 
lobbying industry monsters. 
Ultimately, all people are born 
with the right to the best life 
possible. All of us have the right to 
experience love, health, joy, 
success, prosperity and well-being. 
Unquestionably, good health enables us to seek all else more effectively. To attain and 
maintain health, we depend on clean water, clean air and uncontaminated food. Ill health 
caused by the lack of these things creates limitations for us. Ingesting bacteria, toxic 
waste or anything that might compromise our health is certainly unwelcome. Through 
talking about these issues, creating solutions, and reclaiming our country and our health 
rights, we can assure a future in which we won’t ever have to think about toxins in our 
food or water again!  
     Only through raising public awareness and getting people involved now is it possible 
for us to turn these circumstances 
around. When people are not provided 
information about an issue and how it 
affects them personally, they can’t be 
expected to care about it. The food and 
chemical corporations and their PR 
firms certainly hope we stay in the 
dark—it would affect their profits 
otherwise. With the deterioration of 
trusted mainstream journalism and the constant repression of real news and information, 
the majority of Americans are purposely prevented from knowing the truth about many 
things that are important to them. These are not simply political issues that we can afford 
to overlook, nor are they merely corporate matters to decide. These issues involve and 
affect us all. As such, discussions and solutions should include us rather than omit us. 
The United States of America is still considered a democracy—a nation governed by its 
people. The people we have elected to office took an oath of office swearing to defend 
and protect us; as such they are supposed to be making decisions that reflect our best 
interest. Hopefully, the president, Congress and the Supreme Court will stand by us, its 
people, when the time comes rather than the corporations that have wooed them in the 
past.       
 

Sacred 
Highly valued and important,  

inviolable: secure from assault or trespass, 
 holy, entitled to reverence and respect,  

unassailable: not liable to doubt, attack, or 
question. 

 

There comes a time when one must take a 
position that is neither safe, nor politic, nor 

popular, but he must take it because conscience 
tells him it is right. 

Martin Luther King, Jr.  
 



ACCOUNTABILITY 
     Businesses are responsible for producing 
products in ways that do not harm our health 
or our environment. The Delaney 
Amendment, for instance, had long been 
integral to the authenticity and safety of our 
food supply. It declared that nothing causing 
cancer could be added to food or beverages. 
Lobbyists longed to remove the Delaney 
clause, because it interfered with industrial progress and prevented GMOs and God-
knows-what-else from entering the marketplace. During Clinton’s presidency the 
protection of Delaney was dissolved and so GMOs got the green light. Shocking and 
tragic consequences have followed ever since.  
     Most of us assume that the government shares our desire to keep us healthy and does 
what is necessary to keep us safe and sound. We assume that our country has done 
everything in its power to protect us, to keep our most cherished places untouched. These 
beliefs once were true. Long ago when the United States was governed by people who 
cared about the well-being of its citizens as much as the health of its corporations, our 
country functioned in respectable and honorable ways. Today, however, our 
government’s top priority does not always seem to be its people, nor is it our health.  
     Whether you know it or not, decisions have been made that are directly compromising 
your health, your family’s health and the health of this planet. The ones who make these 
decisions often fail to understand the elemental connection between health and the 
environment. Or they just don’t care.  
Many of these decision makers hold the belief that all diseases are hereditary, that disease 
is insignificant and can easily be managed with appropriate pharmaceuticals, that it’s 
necessary for economic growth. They let lobbyists influence and control their decisions. 
Their hope is that you do not learn the truth or the extent to which these decisions truly 
affect you and your health. Perhaps some of these decision makers are not even aware of 
how their actions affect us. Nonetheless, they are transforming America from a land 
founded on love and freedom to one degraded by greed and deception.  
     Have you noticed in recent years just how many decisions are made behind closed 
doors? How public access to information has been dwindling? How many environmental 
regulations have been rolled back or altogether eliminated? You have two choices: You 
can close your eyes and let these violations continue, or you can rise up and help change 
things. 
     In this book you will discover which industries are interfering with our good health. 
Every day, manufacturers produce toxic pollutants and products that poison our nervous 
and endocrine systems; they cause hormonal abnormalities, leading to learning 
dysfunctions that cause birth defects, cancer and death. Such chemicals should not be 
allowed in commerce, in the air, in the water, and especially not in the foods we eat.  
     At the very least, companies using toxic materials should have pollution management 
in place that prevents emissions and contamination of products and natural resources. 
These big companies have the technology and capacity to develop healthier methods for 
producing their products. Our health and the health of our planet are at stake. Of course, 
lots of things contribute to illness, and people have to take responsibility for their health. 

Facts are stubborn things; and whatever 
may be our wishes, our inclinations, or 
the dictates of our passion, they cannot 
alter the state of facts and evidence.  
     President John Adams 

 



But ever increasingly, our air, water and food supply has become tainted with pollutants. 
As disease trends indicate, it is much more difficult for people to stay healthy when they 
can’t even breathe clean air, drink clean 
water or eat safe food. 
     Regardless of nationality, residence or 
race, toxic pollutants affect all of us. More 
important, every inhabitant of this earth will 
benefit when environmental and health 
regulations are strengthened, and when 
corporations get in compliance. We, the people of this and every country, have a right to 
clean water, clean air and an uncontaminated food supply. Corporate money and greed 
cannot control and influence decisions that inevitably cause us harm. Standing together as 
one people who desire the best, we can demand that things change—and they will.  This 
is the power of democracy!  Together we can and will be heard. Currently, many of the 
most polluting corporations have the numbers—in dollars! Whatever they want, they get, 
regardless of the fact that their actions may adversely affect our health, our well-being, 
our future and our children’s futures. The only way we can claim our birthright to clean 
water, air and safe food is to rise as one. For the record, I am not against corporations; but 
I am against corporations that pollute and make our world toxic.  
     Throughout the last century, industry has driven society and our economy with a 
plethora new products and advanced technologies. What ever happened to safety first? 
Too often in the industrial world, “safety” only applies to work conditions rather than the 
end product or the production process. Yet, we depend on and expect the country we live 
in to be serving us by protecting us from what is harmful. Certainly, government should 
not be protecting and subsidizing polluting corporations or exempting known polluters 
from liability and responsibility. Countless studies prove the damage that many of these 
chemicals, products and byproducts create. Yet, the production continues and the 
contamination of our environment spreads.  
      Who’s to blame? Is it the 
Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA), the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) or past 
presidents who greatly weakened 
environmental and food safety 
regulations? Is it the lack of 
public service announcements, or 
the lack of leadership and respect for this country? Is our education system to blame for 
not teaching the basic ABCs and 123s of public health?  
     Today we have so much litter and pollution in our streets and waterways that the 
oceans are near collapse. Kids who litter grow up to become adults who litter. One thing 
is for certain: Through President Bush and Cheney’s guidance, the EPA transformed 
more into a “Corporate Protection Agency” than “Environmental Protection Agency.” 
Most of the EPA’s chief enforcers were pushed out and replaced with people who didn’t 
care or understand pollution. Instead of upholding environmental regulations, the EPA 
looked—and still looks—the other way.  

Pollute 
To make physically impure or 

unclean 
Befoul, dirty, deceive or mislead 

To contaminate with man-made waste  

Deceive 
To cause to accept as true or valid what is false 

To practice deceit, lead astray, beguile 
To give a false impression, to lie so thoroughly  

as to obscure the truth 



     Now with the surge in green energy, billions of dollars in subsidies are going toward 
these new “green” industries. Some, like Biomass, are actually horrible for the 

environment, contributing to deforestation, climate change and an increase in dioxins in 
the air. Before any further taxpayer monies go toward “green” incentives, I think the 
taxpayers and citizens of this country have the right to know about the industries, who 
they are and if their offering is truly vetted and beneficial. Some could just be front 
companies and many probably have several politicians in their pocket. Rather than 
trusting that our leaders have it right, we really need to scrutinize what is going on and 
what is getting funded. 
      Progress should have led us to a more sensible government—not one controlled by 
industry lobbyists. Today’s policymakers rarely consider what’s truly best for the people. 
With everyone’s hands in each other’s wallets, they are much more concerned with what 
they can get from a deal. But don’t despair—we have families, people, children, animals, 
nature, science, the earth, and let’s not forget truth and common sense on our side.  
     If these corporations and lobbyists could possibly admit the truth, it would be a win-
win for all! However, if they keep fighting and misrepresenting the truth, then it’s only a 
matter of time before great numbers of people begin to realize how they’ve been misled 
and what it has cost them and their families. As we stand on a foundation of truth, we can 
overcome this public deception and make things right again. . 
      Bottom line: toxins, heavy 
metals and carcinogenic 
substances do not belong in our 
water, our air or our food 
supply! The only solution is for 
corporations and lobbyists to 
stand up and take responsibility. 
     It is not fair for gross 
negligence to be rewarded. 
Further, our tax dollars should 
not be subsidizing any industry or corporation that compromises our health and well-
being. When corporations pollute, they—not we—need to pay the consequences!  
     Corporations have no other option than to be responsible. This entails being 
accountable and recognizing the validity of research and science (rather than making up 
their own studies and phony results); committing to developing safer, better, healthier 
methods of production; and cleaning up any mess they may have created. It seems odd 
for these corporations to resist improvements. Certainly they have the money to do better; 
certainly more jobs would be created in developing needed improvements. The economy 
both locally and globally would strengthen! Plus, customer loyalty would grow if people 
felt good about buying something that the company has produced. Corporations in the 
United States should be leaders in corporate ethics and accountability—not deceitful 
swindlers. If they embraced what was best for everyone, win-win situations would exist 

You can fool all of the people some of the time, 
and some of the people all of the time, 

but you cannot fool all of the people all of the time. 
President Abraham Lincoln.  

Justice 
The administration of law 

The principle or ideal of just dealing or right action, 
Righteousness, 

Conformity to truth, fact, or reason 
Correctness 



all the way around. Instead, they rob us of our health and undermine our well-being while 
deceiving us and growing richer.  
 
 
     There is hope yet! Since we share the same desires for health and well-being, we can 
work together and make a difference! We can change things through our purchasing 
power alone. Think before you buy something. Are you supporting a company that serves 
you and your family well? Remember, your dollar is power.  
     The most important job the government has is to protect us. How can it possibly get 
this job done without clean air, clean water and uncontaminated food? People, animals 
and the environment rely upon 
these fundamental necessities 
for proper growth and 
development. It’s unfortunate 
that we have been brought to 
the point where we have no 
other choice than to fight for 
these basic rights. In addition to 
the Department of Homeland Security, we need a health security department.  
     According to the World Health Organization (WHO), cancer is expected to increase 
70% worldwide by the 2030! (http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs297/en/#) 
Instead of watching this happen, what if our government enforced health security and 
mandated the removal of toxins from our food and waters? We just might reverse the 
WHO’s estimate.  
    Can our world go on without toxic chemicals? New Jersey seems to think so. Just a 
few years ago, the state issued chemical security legislation forcing chemical facilities to 
strengthen site security to ward off terrorist attacks. This meant that, for the first time, 
industries were asked to consider replacing the toxic chemicals with ones that were much 
safer—ones that wouldn’t be attractive to terrorists. This is significant! With enough 
public pressure, industries not only in New Jersey but nationwide could be also asked to 
replace their toxic chemicals. Such actions might provide a dramatic reduction in 
developing diseases and premature deaths.  
     The same chemicals that terrorists want to use for weapons are the exact ones that 
pollute our air and water every day! Extended exposure to these chemicals over a period 
of time can be as deadly as a massive chemical attack. This is why these facilities must be 
reformed. Pollution control must be made mandatory, not voluntary. Ironically, the day 
after New Jersey issued its unique plan for security, Illinois announced that corporations 
might no longer be required to provide their pollution profiles to the public. Go figure, 
since Illinois also mandates adding fluoride to drinking water.  

     This country was founded on truth, 
justice, integrity and freedom. We can 
no longer allow these principles to be 
compromised and disregarded. 
Throughout this book, you will find 
information from the EPA, the Center 
for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC) and scientists throughout the world. Ample studies have been issued confirming 

HOPE 
To cherish a desire with anticipation, 

Trust:  to desire with expectation of obtainment,  
to expect with confidence 

to hope without any basis for fulfillment 

Freedom is not a gift bestowed upon us by 
other men, but a right that belongs to us 
by the laws of God and nature. 
                  Benjamin Franklin 
 



the connection between chemicals and diseases. What more evidence do we need? How 
many more people must suffer? How many more children must develop cancer? How 
many more lives must we lose before something is done? It is appropriate to celebrate 
and commend the corporations who operate ethically and responsibly. Let’s hope that the 
polluting corporations make changes so that their processes and products no longer 
threaten our health or the environment. 
     Please read on and learn about these issues. Learn the truth—the honest-to-goodness 
kind that you don’t hear enough. In this book, you will find information related to several 
critical issues that need your attention now! By no means is this a complete 
documentation of every environmental, health-related issue out there; rather “Wecology” 
presents you with urgent, accurate and concise information so you can start protecting 
you and your family right now.  
     Throughout reading you will see that we have the power to change our health and 
environment. As they stand now, issues with our food supply, water and air are 
interfering with our health and longevity. We can’t just expect things to be better without 
tackling these problems. Since our government isn’t taking care of these things, it’s up to 
us to work together toward solutions.  
     At the end of this book, you’ll find a handbook of solutions, aptly named “Prepare to 
Rise.” This was one of my dad’s favorite sayings. My parents had deep respect for this 
country and believed in helping others. This book is brought to you out of respect for 
them and what they represented.  
     We can create a better America—one where we 
appreciate each other and respect each other. It’s not too 
late to show you care; it’s not too late to show others 
how great we really are. Our self-serving government 
has all but ruined our health, our economy and our 
reputation. We can no longer count on Washington to 
fix any of this, but together, we can fix this mess.  
     And we can repair ourselves in the process. We can 
say good morning to each other, show kindness toward a neighbor or help a stranger in 
need. We don’t need to be scared of each other. We can stop littering and start recycling, 
reusing and reducing. We can protect children and teach them right from wrong. We can 
spend our money with the earth in mind. We can ask our favorite catalogs, magazines and 
newspapers to use recycled paper or to publish online only. We can do all of this 
honorably, politely and without judgment, with kindness in our hearts. That’s who  
America is and always was. Let us be ambassadors of good will, out to encourage and 
support each other without judgment.  

      
        
      
      
 
 

     For the corporations and politicians that have betrayed us, of course it matters what 
harm has been done! However, it is far more important to forgive and prevent any further 
damage. If companies would reason with us and do what is necessary to benefit not just 

Protect 
To cover or  

shield from exposure, 
Injury or destruction  

To guard, defend, care 
for 

And so, my fellow Americans: ask not what your country can do for you — 
ask what you can do for your country. 

President John Fitzgerald Kennedy 



them but all of us, surely we would forgive and embrace them. We can bring about 
change if we hold onto an optimistic attitude. This is not a time to get mean, angry or 
hateful; this is a time to find the answers, discover the truth, and let truth and reason 
infuse us with the messages we must send.   
     Discuss these issues with your family, friends, neighbors and coworkers. If you agree 
that you must do something, then please take the corresponding action steps at the end of 
each chapter and examine the solutions at the end of the book. Think about what else 
could be done. Are matters best handled locally or should we keep investing and trusting 
in federal agencies like the FDA and EPA? There’s many ways to get to your destination. 
As long as we all start focusing on what matters and helping to make even a subtle 
difference, think how far we can go. We really do have the power to change things. 
Consider contacting polluting corporations, albeit nicely to express your feelings, 
especially if they are in your own state. Talk to local business owners about small actions 
they can take. The best solutions are often the simplest; reaching out and contacting the 
people representing you in Washington can have immense power. You just have to pick 
up the phone, write a letter or email them. We have a loud voice when we speak together. 
Let your conscience, heart and mind carry you to the best choice for yourself and every 
one of us. Really everything we do to help reduce toxins, to help strengthen our 
communities while respecting each other helps us all in bold and unforeseen ways. We’re 
all in this world together. Wecology begins now. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
                                                
i The World Cancer Report 2014 
ii http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs297/en/ 
iii http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJM200007133430201 

“Prepare to rise.” 
My dad’s favorite expression 
Thomas Edward Kappele 


